a floral art form promises
many pleasing dimensions
By JANE MUNDY

L

orian Roberts arranges calla

lilies in the latest three-dimensional
ikebana style from Tokyo, called hanakanada, as a beginner class at her
Fairfield studio gathers. She snips, clips and
shapes the lilies to show them off to their best
advantage from all angles.
Roberts’ arrangement is a departure from the
traditional, one-dimensional style of ikebana
designed to be viewed from the front. That’s
because ikebana, a sophisticated art form of
flower-arranging that is more than 600 years old,
was originally displayed in a nook or alcove,
called a tokonoma. But the principles of both
old and new styles are the same — showing the
beauty of nature in a minimalist way, guided by
a philosophy that embraces nature, harmony,
beauty and spirituality.
“The calla lilies are crossing twice in a way
natural to how they grow,” Roberts, a leading
ikebana instructor in North America,
explains, as she perfects her design.
“Flowers and branches grow this way
naturally, windswept, in a 3-D manner —

they don’t all grow straight up.”
I’ve joined Roberts’ beginner class this
evening not only to learn this time-honoured
style of floral design, but also to experience the
“Zen” of it, which many students describe as
more akin to journey than destination. Ikebana
is increasingly popular in North America, and
Victoria in particular has an active ikebana
community. Besides loving flowers and
gardening and the outdoors, many people here
are attracted to ikebana for its meditative aspect.
“It has a calming effect on me,” says Darlene
Mooney, one of Roberts’ first students.
“I’m not the most artistic person, but
ikebana has brought out my creative
side and peace of mind is a bonus.
At the end of a class, I feel like I’ve
done two hours of yoga.”
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The ZEN
of IKEBANA:

Lorian Roberts
created this dramatic
piece, left, with three
main elements: a
rusted car part, a
piece of driftwood,
and an orchid.
Above, students in
her Fairfield studio
try their hands at the
art form.

POPULAR WITH THOSE DOWNSIZING
Ikebana is also popular with those who are
downsizing, epitomizing a clean, uncluttered
look. You can arrange ikebana in a teacup
for your bathroom or make a large, elaborate
display for an entryway or dining table. Ikebana
lasts longer than usual arrangements, too,
and is economical. You can go to the beach
and pick driftwood or walk in the forest after
a windstorm and pick fallen branches for
arrangements. “And in the springtime people are
pruning cherry trees, willows — so many things
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are perfect for ikebana,” says Mooney. You can
buy a few flowers if needed.
Mooney says she is in awe of her teacher’s
way of “turning weeds into an art form,” deftly
transforming pear branches and curly willows
into stunning arrangements.
Roberts has moved from informally arranging
flowers for friends like Mooney years ago to
taking master’s training in Japan in the Ohara
school of ikebana, which emerged in 18thcentury Japan and was influenced by trends in
modern art.
Tonight, Roberts leads the class in creating a
seasonal moribana (things piled up) in a
“landscape near view” to resemble how plants
grow in nature. We six beginners sort and
pick materials, including iris leaves and pods,
hydrangea and sedum. It’s hard to imagine
how we will transform these bits from a lateautumn garden into art. As we work, Roberts
tells us that understanding ikebana requires the
study not only of the seasonal aspects of plant
materials, but also the plane, line, mass, form
and colour of individual items. We can focus
on any one of these aspects, such as a mass of
baby’s breath, the line of a tulip, or one calla lily
with a single blade of grass.

Student Darlene Mooney
with her arrangement,
under construction, at
Robert's Fairfield studio.

Leaving SPACE BETWEEN FLOWERS
Negative space is important, too, like a pause in
music. “Theo Wiggan, my first ikebana teacher
in Victoria, told us that you need to leave room
for the butterflies to find their way through,”
says Roberts, laughing.
One hour later, we have finished and are
ready for inspection. “All the arrangements are
very nice but everyone is having a problem
with their iris — in nature clumps of iris tend
to grow closer and they grow straight,” Roberts
says, turning my frond at a slight angle. She
then splits the iris pod with a blade to expose
the orange seeds and I’m good to go.
“This is the part we hate — taking apart our
ikebana,” says Mooney, who confesses that
sometimes she takes her arrangement home in
one piece. But part of the learning process is
taking apart and building it again. Roberts says
if you follow the right process you can learn the
natural growth patterns of plants and how to
make a solitary branch, a single flower or even
a leaf look stunning.

After just one class, I understand what Mooney
means about ikebana being meditative. Perhaps
I’m slowing down enough to, well, smell the roses.
My garden is no longer a chore nagging at me,
but one big ikebana store where everything is
beautiful, and everything is free.
For information about spring ikebana classes,
email maryannm@shaw.ca. VB

HOW TO
Make a simple arrangement:
Once I learned a few basic ikebana steps, I was able to
create a simple arrangement. In this one, I used a sprig
of bittersweet, two cockscombs, several salal leaves and
a low suiban or dish.
1.	I placed a kenzan (a stem holder that looks like a bed
of pins) in the dish and covered it with water. I bent
several branches of bittersweet at different angles
for the most pleasing view, shortened the main
branch and pruned some side leaves.
2.	The subject (in this case, bittersweet) was placed in
the dish first, followed by the object (cockscomb) —
with the object generally being the more beautiful
piece. The goal is to find your object’s most
attractive angle, usually looking upward. The object
comes from the base of the subject at a 40-degree
angle. And the object should be one-third the length
of the subject.
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3.	I moved a salal leaf forward and a cockscomb piece
back for balance. Done.

Easy peasy

Three elements and a
dish make this ikebana
project simple and
beautiful!
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